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Executive Summary
We would like Harrow to be a happy,
healthy place to live. High streets should
be vibrant places that people want to
visit, and minor residential streets should
be quiet and pleasant for walking and
cycling.
The Mayor’s Liveable Neighbourhoods programme provides
boroughs with up to £10 million to help achieve this. Other boroughs
are already benefitting from the 18 successful Liveable
Neighbourhood awards from the first two rounds.
We hope that an ambitious Liveable Neighbourhood bid from
Harrow, aligned with the Mayor’s transport strategy of enabling more
walking and cycling, will improve people’s quality of life. Physical
activity and clean air will reduce the risk of diabetes, heart disease,
asthma, and many types of cancer.
Our proposals are based on examples of good practice from the
Netherlands and other boroughs in London. Harrow officers and
councillors have been inspired by a visit to the Waltham Forest
mini-Holland last year.
This booklet is produced by the Healthy Streets for Harrow
campaign, led by Harrow Cyclists, a branch of the London Cycling
Campaign (www.lcc.org). Please support this proposal and visit our
website for more information (www.healthystreetsharrow.org).
April 2019
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Orford Road, a people-friendly high street in the Waltham Forest mini-Holland
(photo courtesy Paul Gasson)
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Improving Harrow’s streets
In the Netherlands, the road design encourages walking and cycling
for short to medium journeys, particularly within towns, and people
tend to drive only for longer journeys. There is little congestion, and
Dutch towns are pleasant and healthy places to live.
The mini-Holland programme aimed to achieve Dutch-style
improvements in selected boroughs in London. The Waltham Forest
mini-Holland has increased active travel and reduced driving so
successfully that residents are estimated to live 3 months longer.
Low traffic neighbourhoods are created by restricting motor traffic
at certain points so that a network of minor roads cannot be
used by through motor traffic.
School streets restrict access to streets outside schools at school
opening and closing times. They reduce pollution and road
danger, enabling children to walk or cycle to school safely.

East Avenue in Waltham Forest was transformed from an unpleasant rat-run (left)
to a pleasant, quiet street (right) simply by blocking through motor traffic using
bollards (photos courtesy Paul Gasson).
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20mph speed limits should be the default on most roads, wherever
motorists share road space with pedestrians or cyclists, as it
reduces the risk of pedestrian death by 80% compared to
30mph. Harrow has created 20mph zones in small areas
outside schools, but this fragmented approach is confusing and
unsafe. Many boroughs now have a default 20mph limit.
Cycle tracks along major roads are essential to make cycling a safe
and attractive mode of transport. They must be protected from
motor vehicles (e.g. by a kerb), especially at junctions, and we
recommend the use of red tarmac for visual clarity.

Cycle tracks separate from the road and the footway provide clear, convenient
routes along major roads. These examples are from Amsterdam (left) and
Manchester (right).

Parking and road use charges reduce congestion and encourage
people to drive less, while creating more space for those who
need to drive. The income can be used to improve the roads,
such as building cycle tracks, and Nottingham has used a
workplace parking levy to build a tram network.
Car clubs allow people to have access to a car without owning one,
freeing up parking spaces for other uses.
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Low traffic neighbourhoods
Many residential neighbourhoods have through routes for cars, and
have too much car traffic. Minor streets are congested, dangerous
and unpleasant.

A low traffic neighbourhood can be created in an area of minor
streets with main roads on the boundary. It should be about 1 to 2
km2 in area so that people are not encouraged to drive within it.
Through routes are blocked to motor vehicles by closing roads at
particular points, but people can walk or cycle everywhere. Vehicle
access to all properties is still possible, but people cannot drive
through.
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Road closures can be combined with
pocket parks, cycle parking and other
public realm improvements. This
planter in Waltham Forest is
maintained by local residents.

In Waltham Forest, low traffic neighbourhoods led to 56% reduction
in traffic within the neighbourhood and 16% reduction in the wider
area. Within 1 year, people were walking and cycling on average 41
minutes more each week.
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Planning a Liveable Neighbourhood
TfL has produced a useful analysis of the road network and cycling
demand called the Strategic Cycling Analysis. This recommends
where low-traffic neighbourhoods and cycle tracks could be built.
Low traffic neighbourhoods

The roads marked in grey form
a dense network that is suitable
for creating low-traffic
neighbourhoods that are
permeable for walking and
cycling. Areas with population
increases (orange) and high
demand for cycling (blue/grey)
should be prioritised.

Desire lines for cycling

The roads marked in green are
the top 20% of routes with
highest potential demand for
cycling. Station Road (running
north from Harrow) and
Lowlands Road / Pinner Road
(in the east-west direction)
need segregated cycle tracks
as a priority.
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Existing road network
The map below shows the main roads and existing cycle routes in
central Harrow. Many of the minor roads have too much through
traffic. There are few safe, usable cycle routes.
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Proposed Liveable Neighbourhood projects
This map shows potential locations of new segregated cycling
facilities along main roads, junction improvements, crossings and
low traffic neighbourhoods. Most of the existing cycle routes on this
map are of poor quality; they are indirect or have inadequate
separation from motor traffic.
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Imperial
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Lowlands Road

Liveable Neighbourhood proposal
Existing cycle routes:
On-road LCN signed route
Segregated or oﬀ-road
Metropolitan cycle route
Proposed TfL Quietway

Low-traﬃc neighbourhoods
Junction improvements
Segregated cycleways along major roads
New or improved pedestrian crossings
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Low traffic neighbourhoods
1 West Harrow - roads are crowded
with through motor traffic and
parked cars on both sides, and
are unpleasant for cycling,
despite on the signposted
‘Metropolitan’ cycle route.
2 Headstone South - Pinner View and surrounding roads suffer
from high levels of through traffic, and residents have
presented a 400-signature petition to the council asking for a
low-traffic neighbourhood.
3 Greenhill and Marlbororough - Marlborough Road and Hindes
Road have primary schools but suffer from much through
traffic. The civic centre site (Poet’s Corner) will soon be
developed into new housing, so it is essential to minimise car
use.
4 Wealdstone - this contains the leisure centre which is due to be
developed with new housing, and many of the minor roads
have high levels of through traffic.
5 Kenton West - a residential area containing Elmgrove Primary
School which suffers from through traffic trying to bypass
junctions on Kenton Road.
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Major roads and junctions
Please see our website for suggested designs for major roads and
junctions in central Harrow (www.healthystreetsharrow.org/vision/
central-harrow-and-wealdstone/). Space for cycling can be created
by removing central islands, extra traffic lanes and car parking, or by
narrowing traffic lanes and grass verges. This is an example
showing how Station Road could be improved.

Current layout of Station Road (top) and how it could look with the central island
removed, a segregated cycle track and new zebra crossings (bottom).
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Aspirational cycle network for central
Harrow
The Liveable Neighbourhood could form the basis of a
comprehensive cycle network in central Harrow, linking up with
potential improved cycle routes in Brent.
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Supporting measures
Harrow council should take a holistic approach in encouraging a
healthy, car-free lifestyle. Car-free days will enable people to
experience how pleasant the streets can be without motor traffic.
On-street car parking can be converted to rain gardens or
mini-parks. Convenient, secure and accessible cycle parking is
essential. Bike hire schemes can enable people to try a bike before
buying. Cargo bike hire can facilitate trips to the DIY store or
recycling centre.

Waltham Forest has installed over 200 on-street residential cycle parking hangars
(top left), built cycle hubs at major destinations (top right) and converted road
space to greenery (bottom).
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This booklet was produced by Harrow Cyclists, a local branch of the
London Cycling Campaign (reg. no. 1115789), a 11,500-strong
membership charity which strives for a city that encourages
Londoners to cycle, creating a healthier and happier place for
everyone.
‘Healthy Streets for Harrow’ is our campaign for improving Harrow’s
streets to encourage and enable walking and cycling, and is
supported by London Living Streets.
Website: www.healthystreetsharrow.org
Facebook: www.facebook.com/HealthyStreetsHarrow/
Twitter: @HealthyStHarrow
Email: harrowcyclists@gmail.com

